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BOOK SUMMARY

A monster-under-the-bed story to make you giggle: Ethan likes his monster, and even more, he needs him in order to fall asleep! One night, Ethan's monster, Gabe, takes off for a fishing trip, leaving a note promising he'll come back in a week. Since a week without sleeping worries Ethan, he auditions substitute monsters to stand in under his bed until Gabe returns. The author turns a common childhood fear into a reason for laughs, and the illustrations are as wonderful as the premise of the book.

DISCUSSION POINTS

- If you had a monster under your bed, would yours look like Gabe? What would your monster look like? How would your monster act and sound?
- Tell the story to another child, and draw your picture of the best part of the story.
- How did Gabe take care of Ethan by leaving a note for him?
- The same week can be a short time if you're on vacation but a long time if you're missing someone. When have you been in a situation where time was long for one person and short for another?
- Why did Ethan need a monster under his bed? Do you need one under your bed?
- Four substitute monsters tried out for the job of “Monster Under Ethan's Bed.” Why didn't Herbert, Ralph, Cynthia, or Mack get the job?
- How did Ethan solve his problem?
- What was Gabe’s problem?
- Why is Gabe a good match for Ethan?
- Why is Ethan a good match for Gabe?
- Sometimes you can’t get everything you want; how do you know when to give in and accept something different from what you want?
- What do you do at night to help you get to sleep?
ACTIVITIES

• Pick a partner. One of you gets to play Ethan; the other plays Gabe. Explain why it is important to leave a note if you go away. Switch parts and go again. (Make sure the other doesn’t worry, explain behavior, handle expectations, etc.)

• Pick a partner. One of you is Ethan, the other plays Herbert, Ralph, Cynthia, or Mack. “Audition” to be Ethan’s monster while Gabe is away. What do you say? How do you behave? What do you say and do when Gabe says you’re not exactly what he needs?

• Make a list of qualities you want in your own monster. How should he or she look? What should he or she say or do? Gabe is friendly-scary—explain why he is not scary-scary.

• Using water bottles, bottle caps, scrap paper, crayons, etc., build a model monster to take home and put under your own bed.

• Pick a partner. Explain what helps you sleep at night the way Ethan likes to be scared to sleep. What do you do? Then switch, and the first explainer becomes the listener.

• Make up a song or poem about what it’s like to get in your own way, the way Gabe scares fish.

• Be a monster! Show how you would scare a kid to sleep if you were a monster.

• Write a thank-you note to somebody who helps you be yourself the way Gabe helps Ethan. If you can, give that person the thank-you note.

MORE ACTIVITIES

Crafts and Recipes!

http://spoonful.com/crafts/i-love-my-monster-pals

http://www.activityvillage.co.uk/blob-monsters

http://www.activityvillage.co.uk/handprint-monsters

http://www.pinterest.com/pin/284149057713543335/
THEMES AND CONCEPTS IN THIS BOOK

• Can a monster be a good guy?
• What if it’s a friendly, useful monster?
• Does calling something “monster” automatically mean it’s bad-scary?
• What makes you feel scared? What makes you feel protected?
• Do your friends need to look like you to be your friends? Could you be friends with someone who snored or had big ugly nails?
• When should you compromise, and when is it important to insist on what you want?
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INTERNET LINKS

How to Be a Good Friend (with Tips and Examples)
www.wikihow.com/Be-a-Good-Friend

Parenting Science: Nighttime Fears in Children
http://www.parentingscience.com/nighttime-fears.html

Psychology Today: How to Get Children to Go to Sleep
http://www.ehow.com/how_2285798_get-children-sleep.html#ixzz2xClJld5z

Scholastic: Helping Children Communicate

Kids Health: Talking About Your Feelings
http://kidshealth.org/kid/feeling/thought/talk_feelings.html
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http://www.parents.com/kids/development/behavioral/understanding-kid-fears/
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